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INTROOUCTION 
27 
Prehistoric Caddo ceramics made in Northeast Texas after ca. A.D. 900 were widely trdded 
in Texas, and other parts of the Caddoan area, being found in some quantity on North 
central, East central, central, and inland Somtheast Texac; archeological sittes (Story 
1990:247; Perttula et at. 1995). They were also traded with prehistoric peoples in the 
Midwest, the southeastern U.S., and the southern Plains. However, the ceramic evidence 
for prehistoric Caddoan trade and exchange with other Native Americans has not been 
systematically compiled and studied for the prehistoric and historic periods. Consequently. 
it is impossible to confidently discuss the scope, timing, or direction of trade/exchange 
between Caddoan groups and surrounding non-Caddoan communities, ur explore changes 
in the nature of social and economic relationships between particular Caddo groups and 
with other prehistoric peoples. 
Over the last several years, I have been attempting to systematically document archeological 
infommtion on the distribution and character of Caddoan ceramic sherds and vessels both 
within and outside what is considered the southern Caddoan archeological area (see Pcrttula 
1998a, 1999a; Perttula et al. 1995, 1996). This documentation effort has included 
instrumental neutron activation analysis by the Missouri University Research Reactor, 
petrographic analyses, and studies of cenunic styles and pastes. Here, I discuss Caddo 
ceramics from 41CV41A that were recently recovered in archeological investigations by 
Prewitt and Associates, Inc. at Fort Hood in Central Texas. 
Description of the Caddo Cerami'cs fl·om 4JCV41A 
The seven Caddo ceramic sherds from 41CV41A are from the same vessel, an engraved 
bottle of Late Caddoan design, and the sherds are from tile vessel body. The sherds are 
from Feature 2 in TU 2, with six (two are conjuinahlc) found between 10-20 em below 
surface (bs), and the seventh found between 20-30 em bs. 
The bottle is well -made by coiling, and it has been fired in a reducing environment. as its 
core is black. The exterior is also black in color, alild it has been polished; the interior of the 
vessel is gray and unsmoothed, with the exception of a few wipe marks on severaJ of the 
sherds. The vessel body walls range from 5.6-6.8 nun in thickness, and the clay paste is 
sandy, with small amounts of grog and hematite added to the paste as temper. 
The bottle sherds appear to be from a Taylor Engraved vessel (see Suhm and Jelks 
l962:Plate 76M, a vessel from the Taylor site 141HS31 in Harrison County, Texas). One 
larger sherd from L0-20 em bs has three closely-spaced engraved lines that may be from a 
series of concentric circles centered on the vessel body. with an intersecting engraved line 
with two small excised triangles pendant from the line (Figure lf). Along the outermost 
concentric engraved line is a scroll that has been well-defined by closely spaced cross-
hatched engraved lines. Four other sherds from 10-20 em bs have portions of the cross-
hatched engraved scroll (Figure 1 b-e). The one sherd from 20-30 em bs has a portion of 
the cross-hatched engraved scroll and a curvtlinear engraved line paraHel to Ft with two 
excised triangles pendant from the line (Figure la). 









Figure I. Caddo ceramics from 4JCV4IA: a, TIJ 2. Feature 2, 20-30 em; b-f, TU 2, 
Feature 2, 10-20 em bs. 
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Taylor Engraved is commonly found in Titus phase contexts in the Big Cypress Creek 
basin in Northeast Texas. The Titus phase dates from ca. A.D. 1430-1680 (Perttula 
1998b). In the Titus phase, Taylor Engraved vessels are recovered principally from 
mortuary features that date to the latter part of the 16th and much of the 17th century 
(Perttula 1992:248-249 and TableA-1). 
The manufacturing locales for Taylor Engraved have not yet been determined by either 
neutron activation analyses or petrographic studies. However, Cogswell et al. ( 1999) have 
defined four distinct chemical compositional groups--Red River, Titus, Rusk, and 
Hurricane-l--in Middle to Late Caddoan ceramic assemblages from Northeast Texas, and 
the sample of 170+ sherds subjected to neutron activation analysis to date should be 
sufficiently robust to be able to determine the likely compositional origin of the Taylor 
Engraved bottlesherds from 41CV41A. 
There is also a petrographic database of more than 250 Caddoan sherds from Northeast 
Texas (Perttula 1999b:Table 9-13). A summary examination of compositional differences 
in non-plastics, matrix, pore space, temper, and detrital grains of quartz, feldspar, and 
hematite in these petrographic thin-sections (Perttula 1999b:Table 9-14) have identified 
distinct inter and intra-regional and stream basin differences based primarily on east-west or 
upper basin-lower basin trends in the depletion of minerals and rare earths from west to 
east and the use of clay sources with immature or mature sands or sandstone. Thin section 
point counts of the paste composition of the Taylor Engraved sherds from 41CV41A 
should be obtained to help establish the river/creek basin source of the clays used to 
manufacture this trade vessel. 
Possible Ceramic Pipe Sherd from 41CV41A 
In addition to the Caddo ceramics found in Feature 2 at 41CV41A, there is a small and 
poorly fired sherd from what appears to be the rim to a vasiform-shaped Toyah phase 
smoking pipe (see Ricklis 1994:Figure 143). The sherd has been incompletely oxidized 
during firing, and the exterior surface is pocked and rough, while the interior has been 
poorly smoothed. The surface color is light gray to buff. The possible pipe sherd is only 
2.8 mm in thickness. 
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